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ABSTRACT 
Shinozaki and Sibuya have shown that the Moore-Penrose inverse (AB)+ can 
always be expressed as B -A - for generalized inverses A - and B - of matrices A and 
B, respectively. In this paper, explicit solutions &; and A, to (AB)+ = B,;A, are 
given. A class of solutions is obtained which is related to an equation of Greville, and 
expressions for the general solutions are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6], T. N. E. Greville has shown that the reverse order law (AB)+ = 
B +A + for Moore-Penrose inverses of matrices’ holds if and only if both of 
the equations 
A +ABB*A* = BB*A* (1) 
and 
BB+A*AB=A*AB (2) 
hold. Other necessary and sufficient conditions in order that (AB) + = B +A + 
have been obtained in [l] and [5]. Necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that (AB)- = B -A - were stated in Section 1.7 of [8], and related 
results were given in pp. 67-69 of [7& Variations of (AB)+ = B +A + in which 
one of the Moore-Penrose inverses was replaced by a { 1,2,3}-inverse or a 
{ 1,2,4}-inverse were investigated in [2] and [3]. 
‘All matrices are over the field of complex numbers. Basic notations are from [4] and [;1. 
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An extensive paper [9] on the reverse order law (AB)- = B -A - by 
Shinozaki and Sibuya appeared in 1974. Their main result was that (AB)+ 
can always be expressed as 
(A@+ =B,,,, (3) 
where AI; denotes a { 1,2,3}-inverse of A, and Bmy denotes a { 1,2,4}-inverse 
of B. The proof of this fact was constructive, involving selections of gener- 
alized inverses and subspaces. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit explicit 
solutions A, and Z?,-, to (3), and to relate a certain class of solutions to 
Greville’s equation (1). 
It is well known that every generalized inverse A - of the m X n matrix A 
can be written as 
A- =A+ +(I-A+A)X+ Y(Z-AA+), (4) 
where X and Y are n x m matrices. Moreover, A - is a { 1,2,3}-inverse of A 
if and only if 
A- =A+ +(I-A+A)XAA+, (5) 
and A - is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of A if and only if 
A- =A+ +A+AY(Z-AA+). (6) 
Let A - be as in (4), and let 
B-=B++(z-B+B)Z+ W(Z-BB+), (7) 
where B is nxp, and Z and Ware pxn matrices. If BeA-=(A then 
(B+BB-)(A-AA+)=B+B(AB)+AA+=(AB)+. 
But B+BB- = B+ + B+BW(Z- BB+) and A-AA+ =A+ + (Z- 
A+A)XAA+, so 
(AB)+=[B++B+BW(Z-BB+)][A++(Z-A+A)XAA+] 
= B,;A, . 
Thus Y and Z in (4) and (7) p re resent nonessential parameters in the 
equation B -A - = (AB)+, and we consider the problem of determining BL 
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and A, which satisfy (3). Our answer to this problem is related to the 
equation (1) of Greville. 
2. A CLASS OF SOLUTIONS 
A generalized form of Greville’s equation (1) is 
A,ABB*A* = BB*A*. (8) 
Lemma 1 characterizes those A, which satisfy this equation. 
LEMMA 1. Let A; denote a { 1,2,3}-inverse of A. Then A, satisfies the 
equation 
A,ABB*A* = BB*A* (9) 
if and only if Ai can be written in the form 
A,=B(AB)++A,[Z-AB(AB)+], (10) 
where A,; also denotes a { 1,2,3}-inverse of A. 
Proof. If & has the form given in (lo), straightforward applications of 
the properties AA,- =AA+ and A,AA+=A, ye ‘eld the fact that A< is a 
{ 1,2,3}-inverse of A which satisfies (9). 
Conversely, if & satisfies (9), multiplication on the right by (AB) + * 
(AB)+ yields 
A,AB(AB)+ = B(AB)+, 
so 
A,=B(AB)++A,[Z-AB(AB)+]. (11) 
This expresses A, - in the desired form. n 
In connection with the last equation, we note that a { 1,2,3}-inverse Ai 
of A satisfies (10) iff it satisfies (11). Also, A& satisfies (9) iff it satisfies (ll), 
and (11) is equivalent to 
[A; - B(AB)+]AB=O. (12) 
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The equation (12) can be used to obtain a general expression for Ai in 
terms of an arbitrary 2 rather than in terms of A,;. Substituting (5) in (12) 
and solving for X gives 
X=(1-A+A)B(AB)++Z-(I-A+A)ZAB(AB)+, 
where Z is arbitrary. Using this value in (5), we obtain 
AI,=A++(Z-A+A){B(AB)++ZAA+[Z-AB(AB)+]}, (13) 
which is a general solution of (8) for A,,. 
The solutions to the generalized Greville equation (8) provide a class of 
solutions to the reverse order law (3). 
THEOREMS. Zf A; satisfies the Greville equation (9), then there exists a 
{ 1,2,4}-inverse B,; of B such that B,<A& = (AB)+. An expression for one 
such Bm; is provided by 
B,-=B++{(AB)+A-[I-(AB)+AB]B+A,A}{Z-BB+}. (14) 
Proof. The verification that BG given by (14) is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of B 




Since A, is a {1,2,3}- inverse of A, AA, =AA+ and (AB)+AA, =(AB)+. 
Thus 
(AB)+A(z- BB +)A; = (AB)+ - (AB)+ABB +A;. (16) 
Therefore 
B,-A,=B+A;+(AB)+-(AB)+ABB+A, 
- [I- (AB)+AB]B +A;A(z- BB +)A; 
=(AB)++[Z-(AB)+AB]B+A,[Z-A(Z-BB+)A,]. 
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Since AJZ- AA,) =O, 
A,[Z-A(Z-Z?B+)A,]=A,ABB+A,, 
and by (lo), 
Z?+A;=(AB)++B+Al;[Z-AB(AB)+]. 
Thus, 
B&A, =(AB)+ + 
=(AB)+. n 
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Another aspect of the relation between the solutions of (3) and those of 
(8) is described below. 
THEOREM 3. Zf B& is any solution to BirA,, =(AB)+, then there exists 
a { 1,2,3}-inverse A; of A which has the f&m in (10) and satisfies 
B,-,A, = (AB) +. 
Proof. Assume that Bm; and A, satisfy Eq. (3). For this same A,, let 
A, be defined by (10). Then 
B&A, = B,;B(AB)+ +B,;A,[Z-AB(AB)+] 
=B+B(AB)++(AB)+[Z-AB(AB)+] 
= (AB)+. n 
3. THE GENERAL SOLUTION FOR B,; IN B&Al, = (AB) + 
We have seen that every matrix of the form A, in (10) satisfies the 
reverse order law (3) with some B,;, and every Bm; which satisfies the 
reverse order law (3) also satisfies (3) with a matrix of the form A, in (10). 
Our last theorem gives an explicit expression for all of the solutions B,; to 
(3). 
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THEOREM 4. If B,; is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of B such that B,;A, = (AB)+ 
for some A,, then Bm; can be written in the form 
B:=B++{(AB)+A-[I-(AB)+AB]B+A,A}{z-BB+} 
+K{z-[(z-BB+)A;][(z-BB+)A;]-}{I-BB+), (17) 
where A; bus the form in (lo), and K is a p X n matrix. Conversely, if BL 
can be written in the form given by (17), then B,,ll is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of B 
such that BGAIF = (AB)+ for some A,. In fact, A, =A; used in (17) is a 
solution fm this BmJ. 
Proof. Assume that B,; = B + + W(Z - BB ‘) is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of B 
such that B,;ArL = (AB)+ for some A,. For this same A,, let Ai he 
defined by (10). As in the proof of Theorem 3, B,-,A, = (AB)+. Now let Bc 
be defined by (14). By Theorem 2, BG is a { 1,2,4}-inverse of B, and 
B,-,A; = (AB) + = B&A;. 
The equation B&A& = B&A, requires that W satisfy 
W(Z- BB +)A; 
={(AB)+A+[z-(AB)+AB]B+A;A}{z-BB+}A;. 
Since W, = (AB)+A + [I - (AB)+AB] B +AGA is a particular solution to this 
equation, W must have the form 
W=W,,+K{Z-[(I-BB+)A,][(Z-BB+)A,]-}. 
Hence Bm; = B + + W( I - BB ‘) has the form given in (17). 
Conversely, suppose BL can be expressed in the form (17). Let B& be 
given by (14), with the same A; as in (17). Then BGA, = (AB)+, and to see 
that B,;Ac = (AB)+, we need only observe that 
{z-[(I-BB+)A;][(z-BB+)A&]-}{I-BB+}A&=O. n 
We note that Theorem 4 does not provide a test for whether a given B; 
is a solution of (3) for any A.,&. Such a test can be devised as follows. 
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Substitution of (5) in (3) yields 
B,-,(Z-A+A)XAA+=(AB)+-f&A+. (18) 
Thus the given Z& satisfies (3) with some A, - iff (18) has a solution for X, 
and this is the case iff 
(Z-ZZZZ-)[ (AB)+ -Z?;A+] =O, (19) 
where H= Z&J(Z-A+A). 
The equations (18) and (19) also yield the general solution for A, when 
Z?,; is known. If (19) is satisfied, the general solution of (18) for X is 
X=H-[(AB)+-BAA+]+ W-H-HWAA+, 
and substitution of this into (5) gives 
A,;=A+-(I-A+A) 
X{H-[(AB)+-B,-,A+]+(z-H-H)WAA+}. (20) 
As might be expected, there is a complete dual to the theorems in this 
paper, which the roles of Z& and A,; interchanged. In the dual approach, 
one can use 
B,- = (AB)+A + [I- (AB)+AB]B& (21) 
in analogy to (lo), and obtain general solutions A, of the form 
A,=A++{Z-A+A}{B(AB)+-BB,A+[Z-AB(AB)+]) 
+{I-A+A}{Z-[B,-(I-A+A)]-[B,-(I-A+A)]}K, 
where B,; ’ m (21) is obtained from (6) with an arbitrary Y. A dual to (19) is 
easily formulated to test for whether a given A, is a solution of (3) for any 
B,;, and a general expression for B,; when A,; is known can be obtained in 
analogy to (20). 
We would like to thank the referee for comments which improved the 
proof of Theorem 2 and provided the results in Eqs. (13), (18), (19), and (20). 
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